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Divine Law carries restorative Power and compensence.
What is Created by Divine Authority

is Protected by Divine Authority.
We leave it to Divine Law to balance any transgressions.

restorative: give back, put back to former state, return
compensence: remuneration, counterbalance





Translation Notice: In Divine Service

Father Which Is in Heaven:
“In Right and Proper Exchange of Information there is but one 

conveyance in Right and Proper Order of Divine Expression.
The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.

It is each unto its own way of perception.

It matters not what others may say or think, it matters always 
only that which is Divinely Appointed each day.

It was Given unto your perception, 
Right and Proper Orderly Progression

of Divine Nomenclature each and every day, step of your way.
Those who transpire to subvert your words and direction 

shall Penalty pay, 
for that which is Divinely Authorized Nomenclature, 

subsides, subsists in Grand and Glorious Scheme.

Let no man put asunder that which is Divine in Nature.

As to exact literal translation, there can be none.
It is, would be, a departure from that Divinely Authorized 

Conveyance should you undertake to do so. 
Yes, the gist would remain intact, however, the nuances, 
reflections, inflection would no longer convey the subtle 

multidimensional unrefracted Nature.
It is by Divine Appointment this Conveyance comes 

in your time, in your way.
Let not those who would put asunder Direct Divine Conveyance do so, at 

Penalty of perjury of Divinely Authorized material.”

nomenclature: system of names used as a science or art
transpire: seek to bring about

subvert: ruin, corrupt
subsides: descends 

subsist: as means of maintaining life
asunder: separate into pieces

perjury: voluntary violation of an oath to tell the Truth
oath: a solid appeal to the Divine to witness to the Truth of a statement or the 

sacredness of a promise.





NOTICE TO READER

This book provides a means by which we can share 
what we have experienced and come to Know in this journey toward 

awakening.  It was created based on 
“where we were” at the time of its conception. 

Future material will show Spiritual Progression in Awakening.

This material is for individual use only. 
It is intended to spark creative contemplation 

and consideration of ‘if… then…’.  
It is intended to provide a means by which you can enhance your 

experience of that which is Divine (rather than to provide a means by 
which you are told or taught what to believe, 
how to behave, and what is right or wrong).

Because this material brings Light, 
you may find some of it very unsettling.

It is ultimately you who, through your Spiritual Awareness and Prayer 
for Discernment and Guidance, 

must establish the Divine Truth of what IS.
As you do so, Know that Divine Truth is a Progression of 

ever expanding refinement.

Divine Answers Respect all living things.

Should you choose to do so, any incorporation of this material into 
your life is at your discretion and your sole responsibility.

Know that the Divine / Father Which Is in Heaven 
is available to provide additional support in understanding, 

learning, or applying this material in your own life.





In Our Words

We want to make it perfectly clear, especially to the young who have not  
been raised in the way of Respect, that we have posted the requirement 
Father has placed for the material presented to be and remain accurate,  
unaltered, and fully True to the context of His Teachings.

The  Penalty  He has  clearly  outlined  for  subverting  this  material  is  not 
something  that  would  be  implemented  on  an  individual  level,  but  by 
Universal Law. This carries its own retribution.

To  those  who  would  scoff  at  this,  thinking  themselves  immune  to 
Universal Law, we can only say, please be aware that these are not empty 
words.  Ignoring  Universal  Law  and  the  Father's  Way  does  not  bring 
absolution from the consequences of one's actions. Anyone focused on the 
Father Knows the Truth of this.

This is a free e-book. You may freely distribute this material and file 
only in its complete and unaltered format. This includes printed material. 
All material shall retain the “In Divine Service” notice and the Words that 
Father  has  Spoken  regarding  His  Authority  in  Universal  Law  for  the 
Protection and retribution of violating His Word. 

You may freely reference this material only if you correctly “cite your 
source”. That is to say,  to make reference to information from Father's 
material you will appropriately credit BlueStarWay and the name of the 
material  from which  the reference was made.   References and quotes 
may not be taken out of context. Sentences in italics shall remain in 
italics to indicate direct Conveyance from Father Which Is in Heaven. 
No referenced or quoted commentary by Martin, Mister, or Linda is to be 
given or presented as direct information from the Father,  but  rather as 
having been shared by their understanding at the time the material was 
written.
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Side note by Martin

The Father  Which Is in  Heaven referred  to in  all  of the material  Linda and I  have 
created is the Father Jesus taught us to pray to in the Lord's Prayer.  'Living God,' 
'Father Within,'  and 'Father'  are used interchangeably and refer to the same Father 
Which Is in Heaven. 

Please take note that the concepts we have “inherited” in regards to Who and What 
the Father Is, His Desires, Goals, and Aspirations, as well as how He Manifests on 
Earth and in  Humanity  are  very  limited,  constricted,  and  quite  frankly  suffocating. 
Please do give yourself room for expansion in this regard and do not be put off by the 
use of this terminology. The information contained in this book is neither patriarchal, 
religious, spiritualist, scientific, dogmatic, atheist, shamanic, new age, worldly, alien, 
nor any other modality. It just Is what it Is.

Also be aware that while there is only one Father Which Is in Heaven and no one else 
can “claim” this Name, the words 'god,' 'father,' and 'lord' in and of themselves seem to 
not carry this type of restriction. Therefore, unless one makes it clear that the use of 
words  such  as  'God',  'Living  God,'  or  'Father'  specifically  address  Father  Which  is 
Heaven, it is possible for any number of entities floating around with a 'god' or 'lord' 
complex to answer the call. 

That this is not an issue to be taken lightly is shown for example by the vast numbers 
of people throughout history who have gone to war, plundered, and taken human life 
presumably  under  'god's'  direction  as  well  as  by  the  number  of  people  who  still 
subscribe to this day to the divinity of such guidance. It is also shown by the vast 
number of people who deny, sacrifice, and flagellate self or others in the name of 'god.' 
Father Which Is in Heaven would never incite such actions. He has made this very clear 
to Linda and I again and again.

Obviously, there is a great need to be very Discerning in this matter and while it would 
be easy to get lost in terminology and arguments, this is really a matter of the Heart 
and of Intention. For the western or 'christianized' mind, the term 'Father Which Is in 
Heaven' together with the refinements included in this book can be a helpful aid to 
hone one's Heart and Intention in the right direction.



I specifically say 'western' or 'christianized' mind because Father has Conveyed  and 
made it very clear to us that:

The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each to its own way of perception.

And while different cultures do have different terminology and ways of relating to the 
Father, it is the case that all those who successfully commune with the Divine share 
common  traits  such  as  Harmony  and  Oneness  with  Nature,  Peaceful  disposition, 
Respect of Self and others, and Sovereign Expression. To these cultures and people 
the notion of destroying, killing, debasing, conquering, subduing, converting, ruling, 
dominating, or profiting from their fellow men and Earth is incomprehensible and alien 
indeed.

Whatever you do and whichever way you Honor and Develop your Relationship with 
the Divine just remember that Divine Answers Respect all Living Things and that the 
Divine isn't engaged in any battles.

Something else that needs briefly explained is the convention we adopted to capitalize 
certain words that have various, and often times opposing, meanings and therefore are 
prone to being misinterpreted or misused because of this. In short, when we capitalize 
words  within  a  sentence  we  do  so  to  specifically  refer  to  the  'healthy'  and  thus 
benevolent  interpretation  of  these  words  that  supports  a  Life  and  Sovereign 
Expression Harmonious with Creation  and the Good Will  and Intent  of  the  Father 
Which Is in Heaven. When we write the same words without capitalization we do so to 
denote the misunderstandings associated with these words. 

For example, in our writings, lower case 'l,' love, refers to the common misconception 
that associates this 'love' with sexual passion (which is a word derived from the Latin 
word 'pati' which means 'to suffer'), sexual arousal, and / or physical attraction and 
requires  such  things  as  putting others  first,  attachment,  control,  self  denial,  (self) 
sacrifice, compromise, duty, etc., etc.. 

Capital 'L,' Love, on the other hand, refers in our writings to a Feeling that Elevates, 
Respects,  Cares,  Appreciates,  brings  Well  Being  and  Comfort,  and  supports  such 
states  of  expression  as  Health,  Humor,  Kindness,  Peace,  and  Benevolence.  An 
experience that is innate to our Being or Who We Are and is independent of others 
although its expression in us may be facilitated in their  presence just like being in 
Nature facilitates us getting in touch with our inner Peace. 



Similarly, little 'p'  play denotes doing things in the way of the world and from the 
perception  of  the  world.  It  includes  slabor,  fighting,  resisting,  profiting,  ruling, 
destroying,  abusing,  killing,  warring,  saving,  converting,  and  trying  to  defeat  or 
overcome the 'bad guys,' whoever they may happen to be at any given time, so we can 
be 'safe.' 

While, big 'P' Play indicates what we came here to Earth to do: Play in Father's Garden 
in a Light Hearted, Respectful, Joy-full, Constructive, Edifying Way through which we 
manifest our Divinity and expand our experience, KNowledge, and Understandings of 
Creation and Father Which Is in Heaven's Good Will and Intent for us. 

As you can see, this convention, while seemingly simple, is of utmost significance to 
facilitate a Proper interpretation of our writings. 

Obviously we can't nor haven't applied this convention to every word we use for that 
would  be  too  cumbersome.  Neither  does  this  convention  apply  to  proper  names, 
though  many  times  we  purposely  'downgrade'  a  proper  name  to  lower  case  to 
emphasize the point we seek to convey. 

Occasionally  we  may  miss  a  capitalization,  however  the  concepts  being  conveyed 
within  the  sentence  and  paragraph  will  make  it  perfectly  clear  whether  we  are 
referring to the 'unhealthy' or 'healthy' meaning of the word. 

In-Joy
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Sun and Earth

12/18/10 

As Linda noted in today's posting, today is the first day of winter solstice. This is one 
of the two times in the year in which time seems to stand still so to speak and the 
length of  daylight  remains  unchanged  for  a  view days.  After  these  pause  days, 
daylight length will begin to increase in the Northern hemisphere once again.

As Linda noted in her posting, Father has explained to us, the current idea that the 
Earth goes around the Sun in some kind of elliptical orbit is quite inaccurate. Father 
has explained to us that the Earth actually never crosses the front of the Sun.

How can  this  be  and  where  is  the  proof?  Perhaps,  the  question  of  an  acutely 
observant Coast to Coast AM listener will  help you recognize this:  “If the Earth 
turns around the Sun as we are told… how is it that we see the same stars all the 
time?”
 
Look at the diagram on the next page showing the current theory that says the 
Earth travels around the Sun. This is as viewed from the top. How can you see the 
same stars, as viewed from the Earth, when the Earth is on the “left” side of the 
Sun, than when the Earth is on the “right” side of the Sun? Night on Earth not only 
occurs on opposite  sides of  the Sun but “night”  faces  in  a  completely  different 
direction.  My  hat  off  to  the  Coast  to  Coast  AM  listener  who  recognized  this 
(presumably) on his own.





Orbital questions

12/20/10
 
In my last posting, I wrote about Father explaining to Linda and I that the Earth does 
not make a full  circle  around the Sun as  we are  told it  does.  To facilitate  this 
recognition, I paraphrased the question made by a Coast to Coast AM listener who 
wondered how it can be possible to see the same stars if we go around the Sun. 
Then made a little basic sketch depicting this inconsistency. 

Here is another way to look at this. Now, I will make it clear that what I point out 
here is from the perspective of a man who certainly does not even qualify as an 
amateur astronomer. So here it is: if you look at a “star guide” map, you will soon 
find that the northern night skies revolve around one star, the North Star. In this 
map, it does not matter whether you follow a 24hr period of earth’s rotation around 
its axis, or an entire year of Earth’s rotation around the Sun. The North Star always 
remains the pivotal star around which the night sky and all constellations rotate. But 
how can that be if the Earth is not only said to change locations from summer to 
winter but maintain its tilt constant all this time?

Take a look at the diagram shown on the next page. In my (not to scale) diagram 
you can see that the tilt of the Earth during the winter points toward the North Star, 
making it the pivotal point of rotation for the night sky. But take a look at the Earth 
and its rotation axis during the summer. Can you see that if we were to follow the 
axis line of Earth’s rotation it would not be pointing toward the North Star? How 
can then the North Star remain the pivotal point of the summer night skies? How is 
it that you can even see the North Star in the summer night sky? 

I’m sure astronomers have come up with some kind of “authoritative” answer to this, 
perhaps similar to the one that so “clearly” explains why in their theory you can 
have winter when you are closer to the Sun and summer when you are furthest 
away. 

I don’t know about you, but I never remember my body getting colder when it was 
closer to a bonfire than when it was further away from it… Kind of makes you 
wonder what is going on…





Mystery solved?

12/21/10
 
Today is December 21st. What is the significance? Well, for one it is the “official” 
solstice day or beginning of winter. Many traditions celebrate this particular event 
which marks the beginning of a new cycle. From (approximately) now on, daylight in 
the north will lengthen until the longest day of summer. For two, it is the last day of 
the year as established by the Father in the calendar He has shared with Linda. 

What a Better Way to celebrate this day than to post the part of the story in our 
science-fiction book: “Heliotropos: Toward the Sun” in which Showay finally learns 
about the true orbit of Terra around HelioStella. 

“So the point to which you have been referring is the moment in which a shift 
in perception occurs?” 

“A shift in perception which literally begins a shift in direction.” 

Breyê-yendêze  listened  intensely  as  AurorA  and  Showay  communicated. 
AurorA’s dance of light and music carried also a message for him.

“You are told Terra rotates around HelioStella in an elliptical orbit, however 
this  is  not  so.  In  Terra’s  orbit,  there  is  a  give  and  take  with  the  pull  of 
HelioStella,  in  and  out  as  a  yo-yo.  However,  Terra  never  travels  inside 
HelioStella’s orbit. It appears there is a cross over, when in fact there is none. 
Terra’s orbit is circular to the extent you perceive it so. It is however slightly 
eccentric in its orbit of HelioStella’s circumference. You could draw it in this 
manner. Draw three concentric circles.”



“Now eliminate the outer portion of circle two where it comes in contact with 
the outer portion of circle three.”

“Yes, you follow well.  Close the corner at a clockwise rotation. It crosses 
behind but never in front of HelioStella’s trajectory.”

AurorA was watching Showay as he finished recording and drawing what he 
had just received. “That is precisely the Endeavor of Terra and HelioStella. On 
a rotational axis that encompasses all planetary rotation, there are but few 
discrepancies that cannot be explained herein.” 

Of course, this is a quote from a science fiction story… and as we say in our science 
fiction  books,  any  resemblance  of  this  material  to  reality  is  Purely  a  matter  of 
perception. 

Happy solstice day or should I say, happy New Year's Eve...



Orbital identification

122210

In my last posting, I took a quote from our book “Heliotropos: Toward the Sun” in 
which Aurora describes to Showay the actual orbit of Terra around HelioStella. Why 
not continue along this path and take this opportunity to identify a few markers 
along Terra’s obit as described in this book? 

If I had to guess what People in Terra would see in the skies based on Terra’s orbit 
around the Sun, I would say something in the lines of “they would probably see 
what appears to be other planets tracing back their steps or retrograding at certain 
points.” 

Oddly enough, People on Earth see other planets do the same thing here and there. 
This is,  for example,  a picture showing Mars retrograding during 2009 to 2010 
relative to the constellation of Cancer. This diagram is courtesy of wikipedia.org 1. 



You can see what Mars' retrograde looked during 1988 by visiting Larry Koehn’s 
website 2.

As you can see,  there seems to be some kind of correlation between Terra and 
Earth. Must be Purely a matter of perception.



Correction needed?

122410
 
Browsing through the internet for information on the night sky, the Earth, and the 
Sun, I came across the website of the individual whose article I believe I saw on 
rense.com 3 regarding the Earth’s shift (visit his website 4). We both seem to concur 
with the idea that there has been a shift in the summer sunrise and sunset even 
though we have differing ideas as to what is causing the shift. 

During my browsing, I also came across a website that addresses this man’s claims, 
indicating that the Sun has always risen north of due east and set north of due west 
in  the  USA.  In  this  website  5,  Steven  Dutch  from  the  University  of  Wisconsin 
indicates that everyone who thinks the Sun is setting further up north has some kind 
of “Nature Deficiency Syndrome” which is why they have never noticed the “fact” 
that the Sun has always risen north of due east in the USA.

I must admit that when I noticed the Sun shifting its rising and setting location, I 
thought  about  this  situation  and  made  the  same  assumption  as  many  other 
individuals have made, which is that because we are north of the tropic of cancer, 
the Sun should always rise or set south of due east. This assumption seems to be 
incorrect. If you visit this website  6 you will see a graph that shows the Sun rises 
and sets north of due east during the Summer.

However… while  the premise  around the tropic  of cancer,  as  well  as my other 
thoughts in relationship to the equator, may be wrong, it is the case that I’m not the 
only one who has noticed that the Sun is rising and setting further North than in the 
past. I don’t attribute my recognition to a “Nature Deficiency Syndrome” because I 
have been greeting the sunrise daily and observing the sunset casually for the past 
6 years  from the same location. I  know, the Sun does rise  further north in  the 
Summer than it used to. I noticed the first change around 2006 and this shift has 
continued through 2010.

The real issue is not whether the Sun should rise south or north of due east in 
summer. To focus on this point is to get diverted from the fact that the summer Sun 
has been rising and setting further north than in the past. 
Do you think that perhaps these shifts may provide some explanation to the changes 
in weather patterns that among other things have recently brought about 11 inches 
of snow in some parts of Australia even though it is summer there (read article 7)?



Making an eight in the sky

122510
 
I would like to continue quoting from our book “Heliotropos: Toward the Sun”. In 
this quote, Aurora explains Terra’s orbital pattern to Showay. You may want to take 
a look at the diagrams that I have provided in past postings showing Terra’s orbit 
around HelioStella. 

"...The spiral of your Endeavor circumnavigates stellar mass in a ricocheting 
fashion.  First  one  bounce,  then  another,  held  in  check  by  HelioStella's 
gravitational pull.”

“Can I draw this?”

“Indeed  you  could.  You  would  however  need  to  step  outside  the 
circumference of your perspective. To begin with, you need a polar mass out 
of balance, or distorted, so as to wobble around a bit. Were there no such 
mass to cause Nature to be out of balance, there would be a restoration of 
Terra’s forward momentum of Greatest Sort. In orbit of natural momentum, 
Right and Proper forward progression is insured. Imagine a softball encircling 
a greater ball, let’s say a basketball. Now divide a line down half the softball, 
tilt it away from the basketball at a 45 degree angle. Wherever you move it, 
always pointing away from the basketball.”

“Would I move it clockwise or counterclockwise on the inside orbit?” Showay 
wanted to be as accurate as possible.

“There is no clockwise or counterclockwise orbit. It is what is called greater 
and lesser orbit, or Heartfelt Desire. The rotational direction matters not for 
the  moment.  Now  imagine  the  baseball  floating  around  the  bigger 
circumference of the larger ball. When it takes a turn toward the basketball, it 
dips  down similar  to  Lumina's  orbit  of  Terra.  When  Terra’s  orbit  reaches 
maximum  solar  intensity,  it  is  thrust  from  its  forward  momentum  into  a 
sideways  rotational  orbit  on  a  slight  downward  turn  until  at  last  it 
circumnavigates unto that vast portal called vacuum. There, it is thrust back 
again into rotational orbit of Greater Endeavor.” 

Basically,  Aurora  is  telling  Showay  that  when  Terra  reaches  one  side  around 
HelioStella, Terra first takes a turn toward the Sun and then, the Sun pushes Terra 
sideways and slightly down. This causes Terra to begin her “lesser orbit” around the 
back of the Sun until it reaches the other side of HelioStella, where she is pushed 



away  from  the  Sun  and  into  her  “greater  orbit”  around  the  back  of  the  Sun. 
Remember, Terra never crosses the front of the Sun. 

My guess is that this orbital pattern would look like an elongated 8 or infinity sign if 
we were to draw this movement onto the surface of the Sun. That is to say, to the 
inhabitants of Terra, HelioStella would make an 8 or infinity pattern in the sky when 
observed over a year. 

Curiously enough, when People on Earth track the Sun’s trajectory over a year, they 
see  a  similar  pattern  develop.  What  you  see  on  the  next  picture,  courtesy  of 
wikipedia.org, is an analemmatic sundial that shows the Sun’s trajectory over a year. 
This one is located on the facade of the Royal Victoria Hotel, Pisa, Italy.



In the picture below (again courtesy of wikipedia.org), you see the diagram of a 
calculated analemma looking east in the northern hemisphere with the dates of the 
sun's position shown 8.

Isn’t it odd how we continue to uncover all these similarities? Must be Purely a 
matter of perception.



Old show

122610
 
Today Linda and I listened to a Coast to Coast Somewhere in Time show with Art 
Bell  that  originally  aired  on  December  15,  1999.  Curiously  enough during  this 
show, he received a fax from someone in California making mention that the Sun’s 
position in the sky had changed. This person also made a note saying that the Orion 
belt in the night sky had also shifted based on what he remembers from when he 
was a child. 

Another case of “Nature Deficiency Syndrome”? Or another one who has the eyes to 
see?



Seasons upon Terra

122710
 
Did you notice that in Aurora’s description of Terra’s orbit she indicates that Terra’s 
rotational axis always points away from the Sun? 

What is the significance of this you ask? Well, since you ask… 

You may remember from school that we are told that the Earth upon which we live 
is tilted and that as the Earth rotates around the Sun, it is this tilt that causes the 
seasons. When the North Pole tilts away from the Sun we have winter up north and 
when it tilts toward the Sun we have summer.

As things would be, Showay was taught the same thing upon Terra. Thus, when he 
finally realized the implication of Terra’s tilt always pointing away from HelioStella, 
he had do ask. Here is another quote from our book “Heliotropos: Toward the Sun”. 
I  have rearranged  the  conversation  a  little  bit  to make it  more relevant to this 
posting. 

[Showay:] “If it is True that her rotational axis always points away from him, 
how do you explain the seasons? We are told that seasons occur because 
Terra’s rotational axis points toward HelioStella half the year and away from 
him the other half.” 



[Aurora:] “Terra’s rotational axis points away from HelioStella at all times. It is 
an optical illusion to see it otherwise.  As to the rotation of Terra’s axis in 
elliptical orbit, yes. HelioStella moves not as the world predicts, but as you 
have  been  shown.  […]  In  Right  and  Proper  Order,  seasons  do not  occur. 
However  Right  and  Proper  Order  does  not  prevail  upon  your  plane  of 
existence. Therefore, a seasonal shift occurs due to factors of inconsistency. 
[…] There would be even balance on Terra’s surface, where this all not so. 
Restored  to  Right  and  Proper  balance  she  shall  regain  Right  and  Proper 
function of all her systems.” 

“Like ocean, weather, plants, animals, and so on?” asked Showay.

“Yes, you could say that is so. While Nature on Terra wobbles, fractures and 
fissures develop deep underground, where potential  hazards threaten your 
very existence. To stabilize Terra,  humanity must cease to venture far and 
wide and must focus on Righteous Endeavor. […] Humanity’s pivotal point of 
stability would ensure survival of a Greater Being than you yet know.” 

As Aurora shares this information with Showay, he is beginning to understand on 
some level how People affect their environ-ment and how changes in their actions 
and choices are necessary to help stabilize Terra for her survival. 9

Kind of reminds me of what is happening upon Earth. Must be Purely a matter of 
perception…



Setting Sail

123010
 
If  in  our  story  “Heliotropos:  Toward  the  Sun”,  Terra  inhabitants  have  been 
misdirected regarding the orbit of Terra around HelioStella / Sun, it also stands to 
reason that they have been given false information regarding HelioStella as well. 
Before  we  venture  into  the  conversations  in  this  regard  between  Showay  and 
AurorA, I would like to bring to your awareness that as Terra orbits HelioStella, 
HelioStella is rotating around his axis. 

The significance of this is that the Sun’s rotation predetermines the direction the 
solar winds / particles will sweep in relation to Terra’s orbit. If you remember, Terra 
goes from east to west and then from west to east, and so on. This means that 
Terra goes against the solar winds / particles one time and with the solar winds / 
particles the next time. If I understand this correctly, this could explain why Terra 
would have a lesser (shorter) orbit and a greater (longer) orbit. It would also help 
explain the variation in speed that would be observed in Terra’s orbit. When Terra 
goes against the solar winds / particles, her speed decreases. When she goes with 
the winds / particles, her speed increases.

What would be the significance of this to Showay or any of Terra’s inhabitants? A 
shift in perception would facilitate this understanding. If Terra inhabitants, rather 
than seeing themselves as stationary, would see themselves as individuals who are 
sailing upon the current sea of Creation, each in their own sailboat, they would 
perhaps immediately recognize the importance of solar wind direction in relation to 
Terra. 

With this shift in perception, Showay was able to recognize he was adrift because 
he had forgotten he has a sailboat to guide. His sail was flapping in the wind, his 
rudder was being commandeered by someone else, and the currents of the world 
were taking him in directions he did not wish to go. In Light of this new perspective, 
it becomes clearer to Showay what needs done: regain control of his ship which he 
must InJoy in solitude (it is a one man boat), relearn how to establish and direct his 
course,  and  remember  how  to  set  sail  and  work  with  the  wind  to  reach  his 
destination.

What is Showay’s first destination? Father’s Kingdom of Heaven.



Toward the Sun

010211

So here we are, ready to begin exploration of HelioStella, the Sun in our science 
fiction  story  “Heliotropos:  Toward  the  Sun”.  You may  wonder  where  the  name 
Heliotropos  and  hence  HelioStella  comes  from.  AurorA  explains  this  to Showay 
during their first conversation upon the observatory he so much liked to visit: 

[AurorA] “We will speak of Heliotropos, a Design of Greater Magnitude than 
before disclosed to mortal man. It is far and away greater in message and 
portent than has ever come before.” 

Showay  signaled  with  his  hand  and  asked,  “Is  Heliotropos  related  to 
HelioStella?”
 
“Yes,”  responded  AurorA,  “Helio is  Sun, of which your star,  Stella is  one. 
Tropos is turn. We shall speak of many things in relation to your planet Terra 
turning around your Sun. In so doing you will learn of the progression that is 
to come. This night you must lay your sorrow down for the Greater Honor 
and Glory of your Divine Nature. Go to the Altar and lay each sorrow you 
have acquired  down, for your sorrow is  a block to the Wisdom you shall 
receive. Ask then, to experience the feelings you Desire to Divinely Express.” 

I have written before (refer to “No enemies - a refinement”  10) about laying that 
which impairs our capacity to experience the Truth of Who We Are upon the Altar of 
Divine Love and Divine Power so as to receive in Right and Proper Exchange that 
which  we  Desire  and  supports  our  True  Nature  as  Father’s  children.  As  Aurora 
spoke, or perhaps better said, sang her words to Showay, he intuitively knew what 
to do: 

Showay looked toward the stone table  in  the observatory upon which he 
would symbolically place his sorrows and understood that he could carry the 
image of this table in his mind to be used anytime he felt the need to lay his 
sorrow down. 
“Yes, that shall suffice. In freedom, the space your sorrow occupied within 
your Being is filled with Divine Truth; words or syllables, spoken utterance of 
Divinely  Appointed  Origin.  These  Divine  Utterances  are  conveyed  not  by 
mortal ear alone, but instead as nomenclature of musical origin. You must 



listen to your Heartbeat,  Heartsong,  free  of encumbrances  that limit  your 
perception of Divine Discernment.” 

In this story, Showay embarks in a journey that will awaken him to several Mystical 
and  Magical  aspects  of  Creation.  You  may  remember  from  the  “Mystical  and 
Magical”  11 series that Mysticism is partly defined as the capacity to acquire direct 
knowledge of Divine Truths without the use of reason or of any of the ordinary 
senses. Magic, is partly defined as the capacity to see what is Right and Just through 
playful exploration of the Beauty of Creation while retaining the innocence  of a 
child.

That  is  to  say,  Showay’s  journey  is  not  one  of  scientific  discovery,  but  one  of 
Mystical and Magical discovery in which great Truths are unveiled to him because of 
his Desire to Know Truth. While the unveiling of Terra’s orbit around the HelioStella 
was of relative ease,  the Knowledge that becomes available to Showay through 
exploration of HelioStella is, to put it in AurorA’s words, “far and away greater in 
message and portent than has ever come before.” 

So fasten your seat belts and get ready because you will continue to read of things 
which had never been spoken about upon Terra until AurorA and Showay met at the 
observatory the night he allowed himself to be touched by the dance of light and 
sound which was calling his name.



A Greater Logic
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I  have  indicated  in  previous  postings  where  I  have  quoted  from  our  book 
“Heliotropos: Toward the Sun”, that I have rearranged the conversations between 
Showay and AurorA as necessary. This does not mean I’m altering the information, 
but rather simply re-organizing the flow of information for two reasons. One, it is 
not my intent to post the entire contents of this book on my blog and two, I have 
been posting the information following a different order than in the book. You could 
say that what you are reading here is how the conversation between AurorA and 
Showay could have unfolded had the book been written differently. The Knowledge 
conveyed by AurorA remains True to its original Conveyance. 

Let’s go back to Terra, where Aurora is expanding Showay’s awareness. 

[AurorA]  “You  shall  see  unfolded  a  Design  of  miraculous  recovery,  or 
uncovering of a Design multifold in the unveiling of a perfect and symmetrical 
blueprint, the likes of which was never before seen. Perfectly balanced and 
matched. 

The world worships a greater illusion than you are made to believe. You have 
been  made  to believe  there  is  a  greater  Helios  around  which  HelioStella 
rotates, therefore Terra could do no less, much less your moon Lumina. When 
in fact there is a greater logic at work here. 

The rotation around a central Sun or Helios is the cohesive element of current 
scientific  theory.  Yet  in  fact,  there  is  no  central  ‘Helios’  around  which  to 
rotate. 

‘The  vastness  of  space’  allows  no  one  to  conjecture  there  is  indeed 
Harmonious action of Greater Endeavor at work here.” 

Here  AurorA  is  laying  the  groundwork.  Not  only  does  Terra  not  orbit  around 
HelioStella as we have discovered in prior postings, but also, HelioStella does not 
orbit around what we would call the “center of a galaxy”. This indicates then that 
HelioStella has his own journey that does not revolve around another.
Now, one may wonder, if the Sun’s life is not devoted to revolving around another, 
what  then  could  the  Sun  do?  Perhaps  Joyfully  follow  his  own  path  of  Self-
discovery…



A matter of perspective
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If HelioStella is not devoted to revolving around another, does he have an orbit of 
any kind?  This  is  indeed  a question that  Showay pondered  himself.  Here  is  the 
answer AurorA provided: 

[AurorA]  “There  is  indeed.  However  of  a  vaster  Sort  than  anyone  has 
conjectured. The scale on which orbit is accomplished is vaster still than ocean 
depths. The orbit of HelioStella in the ‘vast reaches of space’ are singular in 
nature. While it may seem to many you rotate about a central core, the Truth 
of the ‘matter’ is, you rotate not. […] The ‘orbit’ of your HelioStella takes not 
a journey of forward momentum. It is instead hovering like a giant balloon 
tethered in space on a longitudinal axis of perpendicular motion.” 

Here are her words on a simplified graph. 

Now, one thing to keep in mind before we continue is the notion of perspective. 
That is to say, the location of the observer predetermines how an event is described. 
For example, a car looks different viewed from above than from the front. If you 
watch a car driving straight ahead toward you, you will see it grow larger and closer 
to you.  However,  from a  birds  eye  view,  you would see  that  same car  getting 



smaller as it goes further away from your stationary point. In either case, the car 
movement doesn’t change even though it can be described in seemingly opposing 
ways. How can a car get larger and closer and smaller and further away at the same 
time? It is just a matter of perspective. Neither statement contradicts nor excludes 
the other. 

Another thing to keep in mind is that expectations may cause the observer to make 
wrong conclusions regarding the event being observed. Let’s return to our story for 
an example of this. 

[AurorA] “HelioStella, while on its rotational axis moves approximately three 
quarters of a spin, or turn, each rotational day. It recovers a rotational spin 
each and every fourth day. This means, that coherent motion is lost each and 
every fourth rotation of HelioStella measure. […] In Terra’s rotational axis, 
there is no such coherence to a ‘standard orbit’, for each and every turn of 
HelioStella dictates a right and proper order of rotation of Terra’s magnetic 
core.” 

[Showay] “But wouldn’t that render our navigational instruments useless?” 

AurorA smiled. “There is right and proper function of all magnetic instruments 
due to the ‘core’ belief in that function, for after all, observation is the key 
factor. The observed, acts as the observer expects. A key discrepancy would 
be indicated if the observer were to avoid ‘discontinued’ observation wherein 
he explains away small inconsistencies or adjusts for minute variations such as 
latitude or longitude.” 

As an engineer, I’m quite familiar with what AurorA is saying. In engineering / science 
there are two practices that are the backbone of modern theories. One: correction 
factors. That is to say if the theory / equation does not match the data / reality then 
fudge it with a “correction factor” to make it look like it does. Two: average mean or 
standard  deviation.  That  is  to  say,  lump  data  together  so  as  to  allow  small 
inconsistencies to be ignored or explained away. 
This  kind  of  makes  we  wonder  if  the  similarities  between  what  is  happening 
between Terra and us on Earth can simply be explained away…



A simple question
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We have seen that upon Terra,  there are  many things that are not as they are 
claimed to be. With this in mind, Showay felt he needed to go back to basics. 

[Showay] “This may sound like an overly simple question, but is HelioStella a 
sphere?” 

[AurorA] “Yes. You could say a bubble of energy which travels back and forth 
in a great cycle of forward momentum. As he progresses he comes to a time 
of  recension,  or  rebirth  you  could  say;  a  new  upward  and  downward 
movement. In his cyclical movement, there is great regeneration or upheaval 
of a different sort than ever registered on any seismometer.” 

You  may  have  noticed  two  things  here.  One,  the  first  apparent  contradiction 
regarding HelioStella’s forward momentum. First we are told there is non, and now 
we are told there is forward momentum. It will take Showay some time to catch this 
and ask about this, so we will wait until that moment. Second, AurorA is speaking of 
a time of change and upheaval in relation to HelioStella’s rebirth. With this in mind, 
let’s find out where the conversation between AurorA and Showay takes us. 

“What does this cycle of progression look like?” 

“It is spherical in nature, which means it is not solid as you perceive.  It is 
rather  pointed  at  the  ends  which  matters  not to your  perception.  […]  As 
HelioStella  progresses  he  seeks  further  understanding.  In  so  doing,  he 
reaches a ‘point’ or moment in time wherein he masters the Pleasure of the 
Kingdom, which is a moment of Right Endeavor, a pivotal point wherein Divine 
Pleasure  is  met.  […]  HelioStella’s  progression  is  of  greater  magnitude  of 
perception than here-to-fore seen. There comes a time in which under great 
stress or duress,  your climate shall  undergo great changes as erratic  as a 
thunderstorm  in  May.  Until  that  time  you  shall  see  vague  irregularity  of 
‘seasonal shift’.” 

I can still remember the day, while in college, when someone showed me an article 
which spoke of a Living Earth. I went berserk and did not hesitate one second in 
ridiculing this idea while emphatically stating that the Earth was nothing more than a 
dead piece of rock floating in space. The idea that Earth is a Living Being certainly 



collided  with  my  catholic  upbringing  that  allowed  "man  to  rule  over  Earth". 
Accepting this noble idea would have required me to rethink my perception that it 
was ok to pilfer and abuse the land at will and without remorse.

It would not surprise me if several people coming across this posting and reading 
AurorA’s words describing the Sun as a Living Being who seeks understanding so as 
to master the Pleasure of the Kingdom and meet Divine Pleasure, would react in a 
similar fashion. Fortunately for some, I guess, I’m sharing a science fiction story, yet 
I know from my own experience that even so, to many people, the simple mention 
that planets and Suns can be Living Beings is a preposterous proposition to say the 
least.  Scientists  upon  Terra  would  probably  call  such  a  notion  a  superstitious 
wishful  desire  born  of  the  need  to  create  “gods”  that  transcends  human 
“insignificance”… but… who is saying that HelioStella is a “god”? 

To Showay, the idea of HelioStella being alive came also as a surprise, however it 
was a welcomed understanding.  In  my next  posting,  I  will  share  some of  what 
AurorA conveys to Showay regarding HelioStella’s nature.



Liquid and concrete
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As AurorA indicated, HelioStella is a Living Being who is seeking understanding that 
will allow him to Master the Pleasure of the Kingdom. When she said to Showay 
that what she was about to share with him “is far and away greater in message and 
portent than has ever come before”, she certainly was not joking. Let’s see what we 
learn this day from their conversation. 

“There  is  more  to  know  about  Heliotropos  with  regard  to  HelioStella’s 
evolution,” AurorA continued as the Light and Sound of her Being illuminated 
the night sky. “When the life cycle of HelioStella comes to an end, there will 
be lamenting aplenty. There is however, no imminent danger of him doing so. 
In his orderly progression or evolution of a greater nature,  there is higher 
expression of Divinely Christed Nature.” 

Showay had heard references to the idea of ancient awakened ones becoming 
stellar bodies as they were transformed into Light. 

Once again, AurorA responded to his thoughts. “That is possible, though not 
what  I  refer  to.  On  Terra  you  see  a  Christly  Entity  as  one  who  ‘human 
endeavors’.  There are certain of you who squelch not their  Being into the 
vastly  insignificant  form  of  human  endeavor.  We  shall  begin  our  forward 
progression of the simplest nature. ‘Liquid and concrete we shall be’.” 

In an expansive understanding beyond the words, he knew she was referring 
to consciousness taking the form of a  vaporous body such as HelioStella, 
rather than being or becoming trapped in human physical form, just as he 
understood ‘liquid concrete’ to be the smooth and musical tone that unites the 
simplest principles. 

Showay was probably as surprised to hear such Knowledge as you or I would be. 
Just as us, here on Earth, Showay had been taught of a universe and a creation that 
was the result of random acts of violence, decay, and destruction controlled by kind 
of "accidental" laws of physics. In this picture, stars and galaxies destroyed or “ate” 
each  other  alive  while  consuming their  surroundings as  well  as  themselves  into 
oblivion. Planets were dead masses of particles which coalesced together for no 
other  reason  than  chance  gravitational  pull.  They  were  subject  not  only  to  the 
constant  upheaval  of  destructive  forces  within  them but  also to  the  assault  of 
meteorites and asteroids which could hit at any time without warning and cause 



massive destruction. The life that somehow formed upon Terra was nothing more 
than an accident of sorts that gave rise to humans who had no purpose in life other 
than to survive at the expense of the weakest while consuming everything around 
them. No different than the stars of creation. No safer than any planet. 

Yet AurorA speaks of a different perspective of the Universe. A perspective that not 
only sparks Showay’s curiosity for Greater Knowledge in an uplifting way, but also 
facilitates his rediscovery of himself and his place upon Creation. If you carefully re-
read AurorA’s conveyances to Showay, you will find vast Spiritual Knowledge which 
was all but lost to the People upon Terra. Can you perceive the wonderment of 
greeting HelioStella at Sun rise every day knowing you are literally looking at a 
Christed Being whose very presence not only facilitates life upon Terra, but also 
reminds people of their True Nature?

I  would  imagine  that  whether  someone  upon  Terra  can  accept  this  Greater 
Knowledge or not would probably depend on whether their Mystical and Magical 
“Circuitry” was working Properly… or not (refer to “Father, Father Christmas, and 
Mystical and    Magical” 12 ).



Pure matter of perception
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A Living Christed Being shining bright upon Terra’s skies, each and every day as a 
sign of the Father’s Desire to nurture and sustain Terra and her inhabitants, yet most 
people upon Terra walk oblivious to such Mystical and Magical experience of Life. 
They wonder where the signs of Creator are? How is it that there is no proof of His 
Existence? At the same time, those who proclaim to be faithful to “god” would deny 
as heresy and paganism the very claim or knowledge that HelioStella is a Christed 
Being. Each one so boxed in within the little restrictive / constrictive construct of 
Creation that they were indoctrinated into, that neither can see Creation for what it 
is. Each a different side of the same coin of deception, neither realizing that their 
Mystical and Magical “Circuitry” needs restored to Right and Proper Function. 

Let’s us take another look at matters of perception by going back to Heliotropos. 

As Showay watched AurorA’s  image before  him,  he delighted in  the color 
changes that gave coherence to her image. In so doing, he began to wonder 
whether color had anything to do with HelioStella’s progression. 

[AurorA]  
“HelioStella is undergoing a great change in color, not seen with, or visible to, 
the naked eye. However, he is rising again to Life with colors and hues of a 
coronamatic  effect  now  being  seen  at  various  levels  of  expression. 
Coronamatic effect is seen as rings around HelioStella. 

You perceive his color refracted as ‘pure white light’. It is however not ‘pure 
white light’,  it  has a  red  hue.  Therefore,  white  light  in your perception is 
greater still in red. 

You perceive his color as yellow because you are told to.” 

AurorA is explaining to Showay that HelioStella’s color is shifting toward the red. 
Are there any indications upon Terra of HelioStella’s color shift? Of course they are, 
however  once  again,  they  are  explained  away  as  optical  illusions,  while  optical 
illusions are accepted as accurate. Sunrise and Sunset upon Terra are the best times 
to see his real color. Total lunar eclipses also make this red hue visible to the naked 
eye. Another hint to this color shift comes from astronomers themselves who, when 
watching the night sky, use red light to look at their sky maps because red light is 
less disturbing to their vision. 



Of course, people upon Terra are told that it is the refraction of the Sun’s light that 
makes it appear as if it was red, thus claiming the red hue is an optical illusion. 
However AurorA speaks of refraction turning the red hue of HelioStella into ‘pure 
white  light.’  This  is  indeed  a  shift  in  perception  because  refraction  is  normally 
associated with the shining of a beam of light into a prism so as to separate it into 
its color components. Thus, from the perspective of AurorA, it is the perception that 
the sun emits ‘pure white light’ or ‘yellow’ light that is the optical illusion. 

As you can see,  it  is  all  a matter  of perception. However,  one perception is an 
accurate representation of reality and the other is a misrepresentation of reality so 
as to create a false sense of reality. 

Which kind of perception would you rather have? And how would you know which 
one is the accurate one?



Until that day
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As we  continue  with the exploration  of  HelioStella’s  orbit  and  progression it  is 
important to remind ourselves that as sorrows, pains, hates surface we can lay them 
upon the Altar of Divine Love and Power in Exchange for that which is an expression 
of our True Nature.  The  information that  AurorA is  getting ready to share  with 
Showay is even greater in message and portent than what we have read so far. Let’s 
learn then a little bit more about this process of going to the Altar by going back to 
Heliotropos.

“As you become freer and freer of your sorrow and increase your capacity to 
be focused on your Divine Nature, you will find that darkness will be less able 
to affect  your life.  Until  the day in which you shall  be free.”  AurorA was 
addressing  Showay’s  concern  about  his  nighttime  experiences.  “Trust  and 
have Faith in that which is  before you. Focus upon that which is Divinely 
Appointed and your energy, attention, shall multiply.”

“I find it difficult to focus on the Divine when I am constantly bombarded with 
all this dark energy,” shared Showay.

“Yet that is what you must do,” replied AurorA.

It is important to recognize there are three spiritual understandings at work here.

One, the level of control the unrighteous / unholy have over a person is proportional 
to the sorrow / hate / fear  / pain / repression / suppression that a person has. 
Cleanse yourself of these emotions and ask for the Truth of Who You Are to fill that 
cleansed space and your level of Freedom will increase.
 
Two, what you focus upon is what you become. Strengthen your faculty of Spiritual 
Will by consciously choosing to focus upon the Divine and that which you came here 
to do in the Father Plan and things will begin to shift for the better.

Three, Trust and Faith make a difference. Trust and have Faith in yourself and in the 
Father. Here are some quotes from Father on Faith (refer to “Have Faith” 13):

When doubt comes creeping in: have Faith.

Your lesson in this,



is to perceive not with the eyes of the world,
but to Know that the Father is Sovereign
in all matters great and small.

You will see a great many things unfold and come to fruition 
when you walk in Faith, Knowing that it is so. 

You must Know it is so.

Yes, as Showay says, it can be quite difficult, but that is what we must do until that 
day in which we shall be Free.



Useful distinction
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A few days ago I listened to a Coast to Coast AM interview with Steve Quayle and 
found it interesting to hear him say that knowledge brings or leads to sorrow. It 
seems appropriate to bring Discernment to that statement for the benefit of Truth. 

In my experience, the Knowledge that Father brings about the Truth of Who We 
Are,  Universal  Law,  Universal  Truth,  Universal  Love  of  Self,  the  Mystical  and 
Magical, and about Life in general brings great Joy, Freedom, Light Heartedness, and 
a shift in perception that is conducive to experiencing Life in a whole, new, and 
sacred Way.

In  contradistinction  to  this,  you  have  the  knowledge  the  unrighteous  /  unholy 
brought to this planet which is designed to deceive, entrap, and pilfer the People 
through half Truths and false prophecies purported to justify their carnage / crime 
against humanity.  The knowledge and experience  that arises  from living in  their 
deception does indeed lead to sorrow… and I would add hate, anger, and so on. 

Where the confusion arises between these two experiences is that when someone 
accepts deception, that deception and its accompanying emotions displace Truth and 
Feelings. Thus, when Father Speaks of Knowledge and Understanding that is related 
to  this  event,  the  lodged  deception  and  emotions  get  stirred.  Unfortunately, 
sometimes, the stirred emotional load can be so strong that people can get lost in 
the pain, trauma, sorrows, and false desires. Thus they loose track of the Blessings 
being bestowed by the Father Who is Providing the Opportunity to make a choice 
for Truth by doing some “Altar” work. 

Another reason for this confusion is that Knowledge of Universal Truth reveals how 
we  have  been  deceived  and  manipulated  by  the  unrighteous  /  unholy  and  the 
mistakes we have made as a result of this. Sometimes, this can be very painful and it 
appears it is easier to ignore or avoid the Truth than to deal with the pain. In the end 
however, it is better to remove the splinter than to let it create an infection in the 
body. 

Keep this in mind as we continue to explore Heliotropos, for what AurorA is about 
to share may “stir stuff up”. Just lay it on the Altar in Exchange for the Truth of Who 
You Are… and then... move on.



The orbit… HelioStella's orbit at last
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Having brought up some important points for consideration through prior postings, 
it is time to jump right back into Heliotropos. It is a vital day upon Terra... 

“[AurorA] Now unto other matters. In Infinity you see neither circularity, nor 
vague and nebulous circuit of your Desire. See instead vast, Glorious orbit of 
your Desire.” 

Full  of  enthusiasm  and  excitement,  Showay  asked,  “Is  that  the  orbit  of 
HelioStella?”
 
AurorA beamed with pleasure at Showay’s spark. “Yes it is, with some slight 
variation.”
 
“Would I be able to draw the variation?” 

“Yes indeed you can. See in your mind’s eye the vast and circular orbit they try 
and impose upon your Endeavor. Now visualize at right angles to it another 
orbit  in  contradistinction  to  it.  The  juncture  point  at  right  angles  to  it. 
HelioStella  conjoins  its  concentric  orbit  to  another  greater  cycle  of 
rehabilitation and rebirth.” 

[…] “What you have conveyed to me about HelioStella’s orbit appears to be 
contradictory. How is it that HelioStella can have an orbit, when you initially 
told  me  that  it  moves  in  a  perpendicular  motion  and  has  no  forward 
momentum?”



 
AurorA waited quietly while Showay struggled to express his question. The 
rhythmic motion of Light and intricate tones or cords of her expression where 
subdued in the Lumina lit night. As she began to speak their intensity rose 
visibly. “Heliotropos, or the movement of HelioStella, is in a vertical plane, or 
level of existence, wherein to your perception, there is no coming and going. 
Yet to the perception of the Universes all is as it should be in Right and Proper 
Order. From your perception you would see the rise and fall of a great sphere 
as on a string. Yet it is in fact, a great circular motion of coming and going. 
The ‘Point of Departure’ we have spoken of has something to do with ‘retro-
bution’. You might say, the prior motion is such that it appears to retrace its 
footsteps.” 

“So  when  you  said  that  HelioStella  moves  up  and  down  like  a  tethered 
balloon, that was as viewed from my perspective?” 

“Yes, that is so.” 

“So from another perspective it is a circle?” Continued Showay as his mind 
was expanding in understanding. 

“Yes it is, and no it is not. Not, in the sense that its forward momentum carries 
it further afield each time it slingshots past its point of origin. We are talking 
of a point of view or perspective from somewhere in space, not from the orbit 
of Terra. There is but one perspective you should be concerned with at the 
moment, which is the one that foretells your ‘Point of Departure’ from Terra’s 
orbit into HelioStella’s magnosphere.” 

As you can see, this kind of Knowledge of HelioStella’s orbit is one that could not be 
ascertained through observation and experimentation conducted by someone upon 
Terra. Herein is the limitation of people who restrict themselves to that which can 
be readily “measured and observed” to understand Creation. 

Without  allowing  for  something  greater  such  as  the  capacity  to  acquire  direct 
Knowledge of Creation and Divine / Universal Truths through contemplation and 
Love as Self, they will always be limited. Reason and logic alone just don’t do it. 

As Father has Said regarding Faith: 

Your lesson in this, is to perceive not with the eyes of the world…



Point of Departure
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We have learned about the real orbit of HelioStella, a Christed Being whose life 
does  not  revolve  around  another,  but  simply  around  himself  in  his  journey  of 
exploration.  In  this  journey,  there  will  be  a  point  in  which  he  will  master  the 
Pleasure of the Kingdom. This can be said to be a time of rebirth or recension. It is 
the “point of departure” Aurora speaks of. 

[Showay] “So the point to which you have been referring is the moment in 
which a shift in perception occurs?” 

[Aurora] “A shift in perception which literally begins a shift in direction. […] In 
HelioStella’s Endeavor there is but one Christed Path: the one that returns 
him where he began. While for you, a slight shift in perception is all that is 
required  for  Righteous Endeavor,  a  slight  shift  in  perception  is  of  greater 
magnitude for HelioStella. It rocks the discovery to his core, the very fabric of 
his Being. At this point of shift in direction, Terra’s magnetic core is pulled 
with extreme urgency into a new orbit around yet another, greater cycle of 
HelioStella. This 60 degree shift of his perception will result in a 45 degree 
shift in Terra’s perception.” 

[…] Showay paused for a while and in his contemplation decided that he was 
ready to learn more about how Terra would be affected by HelioStella’s shift. 
“What happens to Terra when the shift comes?”

AurorA continued with sadness. ”There comes an hour of ‘first deviation’ in 
which HelioStella curves a slight variation out. East to your perspective. He 
will then veer sharply right at a transverse angle to his previous journey.” 



[…] As you are thrust through the aftermath of particles of sudden departure, 
you  shall  encounter  debris  which  causes  electrification  of  all  particles  of 
particulate  matter.  When  this  occurs,  you  shall  see  a  fluctuation  or 
counterbalance of energetic matter called human, such that you shall proceed 
to the fifth dimension of coexistence with all matter gone before you. It is a 
time of relative ease if you prepare in the proper manner. No electronics. 
Their collective energy will melt down in such a fashion as to make sure you 
would not survive. As all plastic’s molecular structure implodes there is a gas 
released  toxic  enough  to  kill  all  life  within  a  circumference  of  several 
thousand feet.”

Showay certainly had a difficult time with this information for it transcended any 
kind  of  doomsday  scenario  anyone  upon  Terra  has  envisioned  or  prophesied. 
However, it is important to recognize that AurorA is not a doomsayer. Instead, she is 
conveying  Knowledge  that  had  been  purposely  hidden  from the  People  by  the 
unrighteous – unholy. In so doing, she is giving the People not only the capacity to 
understand  what  is  about  to  happen  and  why  it  will  happen,  but  also  the 
Opportunity to prepare for it. 

While it is the case that the People have a say in the direction events take upon 
Terra, this is one event in which they have no say other than choosing how they will 
experience the rebirth of HelioStella. Father has Graced the People upon Terra with 
extra time,  however,  point of departure is at hand.  The wise will  recognize the 
Blessings of HelioStella’s Spiritual Progression that will restore Freedom upon Terra 
and those who choose to prepare and be restored to the Truth of Who they Are. In 
this,  People  will  have to learn to be at Peace  with each other’s  choices  and to 
recognize  that  no one who chooses Life  needs  bow to the dead wishes  of  the 
unrighteous - unholy.



Departure time line
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The picture is getting clearer. The understanding that AurorA has conveyed brings a 
new perspective to the events and changes that are being observed upon Terra and 
even upon the other planets of the star system. Terra is preparing for HelioStella’s 
shift into a new orbit and the changes can no longer be ignored by the People. Some 
even speak of changes in Lumina’s position in the sky while others speak of changes 
in HelioStella’s position. The air of urgency in the skies is felt by many… 

[Showay] “Are HelioStella and Terra already in first deviation?”

[AurorA] “In Righteous Sort of Endeavor you could say they are. The fact of 
the matter is, they are nearer their journey of Endeavor in Righteous Sort of 
action.” 

“Are they approximately half way through first deviation?” 14 

“You could say that is so, however, the last half of progression is strikingly 
worse  than  previous  portion  of  progression.  The  gradual  easing  into  the 
destructive path of progression is such that humanity could have adjusted its 
measure to sustain less impact. It is however not so, humanity has entered 
further  reaches  of  its  desire  and  long  sustained,  or  endured  continued 
degradation of humanity’s plane / planet of existence. Radical measures could 
sustain humanity further, but radical measures indeed would be called for. 

During this course of events, Terra will ‘shake and rattle’ in vast proportion 
and quantity. It would be well and timely to prepare a sacred dwelling for this 
time. As Terra shivers and groans in her outward journey to the stellas, there 
will be no three days of darkness as you perceive it. It will be three days of 
death  and  destruction,  during  which  HelioStella  will  do  erratic  things  in 
skyward motion.  You will  be  jerked  along as Terra  continues her  forward 
momentum and is abruptly adjusted. While HelioStella in one great shivering 
moment  adjusts  to  make  the  turn,  forward  momentum  carries  Terra, 
HelioStella, and Lumina into a new orbit.  As HelioStella assumes this new 
orbit, so will Terra and Lumina. Lumina has not been slipping away from Terra 
as they say, but rather closing in. 
This new adjustment of HelioStella’s path will  allow balance of Terra  and 
Lumina to be restored. There will be a Right and Proper Exchange of Energies 
unto a new found day.” 



The need to prepare a “safe space” has been in the minds of many upon Terra, but 
how many know that this place of seclusion needs to be free of electronics and 
plastics? The purveyors / servants of the unrighteous – unholy think they can hide 
deep underground only to surface again when the “dust has settled”, but how many 
of them know that this time no one underground will survive? The unrighteous – 
unholy themselves think that they will be able to escape to another star system or 
to divert HelioStella’s progression into a supernova that will feed them, but how 
many of them have the sense to realize they are fooling themselves? Many good 
intended People think that a savior will arrive from the skies and transport them into 
safety, but how many of them know that no one can save anyone else and make the 
necessary inner changes for them? 

For the unrighteous – unholy, there is no place to hide, no place to escape to, and 
no safe haven. The game of darkness, death, decay, and destruction will end with 
HelioStella’s progression. Universal Law has arrived upon Terra to ensure that this is 
so.

For those who Desire Life and who Desire to Live in Peace, Joy, Respect, Honor, 
Harmony, and of one a-chord with their True Divine Nature, there is no need to hide, 
escape, or even seek to foolishly prevent HelioStella’s progression. Instead, these 
People have an integral part to Play in this progression. They are neither bystanders 
nor victims in what is to come,  for in their  choices lay the capacity to facilitate 
Terra’s change into a new orbit. 

To put it in AurorA’s words: 

“To stabilize Terra, humanity must cease to venture far and wide and must 
focus on Righteous Endeavor. To do so would ensure stability of a sort to 
hold together a Grand and Glorious Being of Grand Nature. Humanity’s pivotal 
point  of  stability  would  ensure  survival  of  a  Greater  Being  than  you  yet 
know.” 

Venturing  far  and  wide  is  a  reference  to  humanity  playing  in  the  game  of  the 
unrighteous – unholy. 
Focusing on Righteous Endeavor is making the choices that restore oneSelf to the 
Truth of Love as Self free of the bondage of another. It is to reestablish communion 
with  the  Father  and  thus  to  bring  Right  Action,  Right  Thinking,  and  Right 
Manifestation  of  His  Good  Will  to  safely  Guide  humanity  through  the  coming 
changes so that it may once again Live and Walk in Freedom upon Terra.



Where in our time line?
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We have found out that HelioStella is past first deviation and closer to point of 
departure. The question arises then, how many years are left for preparation... Keep 
in mind that we wrote this science fiction book around 2003. It is 2011 upon Terra 
now… 

Showay had become especially aware of the urgency of AurorA’s message 
since she confirmed that HelioStella had already entered ‘first deviation’.  It 
couldn’t be much longer before the ‘Point of Departure’ would be reached and 
he wanted to know how much time was left to prepare. He had remembered 
people talking about two key years in which ancient civilizations had predicted 
major changes would occur and had chosen to use this information to ask his 
question. “Is the ‘Point of Departure’ in 2005, or 2012, by our counting?”

“It is neither. Both you could say, but that would not be accurate. By 2005 
there will be tectonic forces pulling at Terra’s mantel, or crust, as HelioStella 
pulls away from orbit before the last sling into Greater Endeavor. You are 
seeing anomalies now which your scientists cannot explain. They think, better 
left unsaid to the populations, than to acknowledge failure in this respect. By 
2012 in your counting, these forces will be pulling away at Terra’s structure. 
It will seem barely possible to withstand the onslaught. It is however just at 
this point, there is a relaxing into Righteous Endeavor of the Greatest Rapture 
heretofore seen in only one Endeavor of such magnitude or proportion. It is in 
this relaxing,  Terra  may slip out to a distance of approximately,  100,000 
miles further to resume Righteous Endeavor of Greater Progression.” 

Showay was almost afraid to ask. “When is the relaxing?”

“That would be 2012 in your counting. Terra will restructure in the years 
preceding this so as to be a new Terra.” 

HelioStella has already pulled away from his orbit as he gets ready for the “last 
sling”. This probably explains many of the changes People have noticed in the skies. 
The year 2012 marks not the end of civilization as has been portrayed, but rather 
the  window of  opportunity  for  Terra  to  slip  into another  orbital  path  that  will 
restore her to balance. There is however much restructuring of Terra that needs to 
occur before then, thus the need to prepare. 



While the unrighteous – unholy will seek to take advantage of this time to do their 
own version of “earth changes” designed to destroy the People while blaming their 
actions on “the judgment of god” who is “punishing the sinners / unfaithful”, it is the 
case that much of the changes naturally initiated by Terra are designed to end the 
very play of the unrighteous – unholy who seek to interfere with her progression. 
There is a clear distinction here. 

The action of the unrighteous – unholy are designed to ensure the destruction of the 
People who Love Truth and Desire for things to be different… and this includes 
Terra and HelioStella. No one survives the plan of the unrighteous – unholy except 
them (or so they think). 

In contradistinction to this, Terra’s restructuring, while appearing to threaten all life, 
is  actually  intended  to  provide  People  upon  Terra  the  Opportunity  to  make  it 
through to a Bright New Day. It is however in the hands of the People upon Terra to 
wake up NOW. Not tomorrow, not until there are clearer signs, not until scientists 
acknowledge  what  is  happening,  not  until  more  conclusive  evidence  is  made 
available… but NOW.



A Sacred Space
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With a clearer understanding of what is about to happen in Terra’s future, let’s find 
out what someone upon Terra would do to create a safe and sacred space that 
would facilitate moving through this transition. 

In  this,  a  distinction  must  clearly  be  made  between  the  two stages  for  which 
preparation is needed. The first stage would require a place that will provide safety 
during the earth changes that will take place upon Terra prior to Point of Departure. 
The  second  stage  will  require  a  place  that  will  provide  safety  during  Point  of 
Departure.  The key difference  between the two is that during the first phase of 
increasing earth changes, plastics and electronics will “survive”. HOWEVER, plastics 
and electronics will self destroy during Point of Departure and therefore MUST be 
absent from the shelter created for this time. Because of how pervasive plastics and 
electronics have become upon Terra,  this will include removal of all plastics and 
electronics  from  the  body  in  the  form  of  implants,  tooth  filling,  chips, 
nanotechnology, and beauty products. Consideration upon Terra would also include 
ensuring that all clothes for this time are of natural fabrics and are NOT sown with 
plastic threads or dyed with plastic / artificial colors. 

With this clarification in mind, let’s go back to AurorA and Showay and learn more 
about the shelter that will be required for Point of Departure. 

“You have mentioned the need to prepare a sacred space for shelter from 
what is to come. How is that done? Showay began his final questioning on 
Heliotropos.

“That would be a simple question indeed. To prepare a sacred space of your 
Endeavor for the times ahead requires but one simple, thoughtful question: 
‘What  would  nourish  your  Soul,  or  Soul  Endeavor,  were  you  to  live  in 
seclusion for three to four months of your Endeavor .

What AurorA conveys here is of utmost importance. The design of the shelter is 
about  providing  a  sacred  space  in  which  one’s  Soul  can  feel  comforted  and 
nourished while Terra and HelioStella are readjusting their orbits. This arrangement 
of the shelter is important because it will help convey and reassure during times of 
doubt, that what is happening is not to be viewed as a catastrophe or punishment 



for humanity’s sins,  but rather as a Spiritual Progression of such magnitude and 
proportion as to have happened only once before. People all over Terra who have 
retained their Spiritual Knowledge and focus have been actively preparing. It is only 
those who have been asleep and dreaming who are finding themselves and their 
civilization to not only be unprepared but actually participant in the creation of the 
very conditions that may threaten Life upon Terra. 

“Would an underground dwelling with a roof covered with two feet of dirt, 
like a kiva suffice? What about a straw bale house covered with adobe or 
such?” 

“The Design of your Endeavor would allow such dwelling to suffice indeed.” 

“What about ventilation?” Showay was concerned about toxicity that would 
be released during this time.

“It would suffice to hand crank a fan with filtration not too coarse. A double 
filter box, constructed with furnace filter of your Desire. Multiple layers with 
micro filter inside.”

Showay received an image of the filter box. “I see three layers of filters in a 
box with an outside opening and an inside side panel  for  removal.  Is this 
accurate? Will it be safe to remove and replace the filters in the dwelling?” 

“Yes indeed it is, on both counts.” 

Showay understood that the preparation of a sacred space, of a necessity, 
required provision of all the food and water needed to sustain those who 
were to live in this sacred space, not only for the three to four months AurorA 
mentioned, but for several months more. If the extent of changes in Terra 
were  as  he  was  shown,  he  was  certain  there  would  be  food  and  water 
shortages and famine all across the world. As this understanding came to him, 
he realized that he would not have been able to prepare and possibly survive, 
without being free of the belief that he had to live in poverty because of his 
choice to Serve the Divine. 

Simplicity  and  “low  tech”  is  certainly  a  key  factor  in  preparation  for  Point  of 
Departure, however this does not equal to subsistence living and accommodations. 

Many People  all  over  Terra  have  found themselves  guided  to return  to a  more 
natural way of life and to relearn “primitive” skills such as making bonfires, building 



log houses, working with wood, and so on. They have been ridiculed and vilified by 
the unrighteous – unholy, yet in the end, it is my sense that these People upon Terra 
will be shown to have been the wise ones. 

Consciously or unconsciously, knowingly or unknowingly each person upon Terra is 
making a choice. Those who choose Life must learn to be at Peace with those who 
choose death and simply let them go. It is a great re-learning. 

There is no one to save, no one to convert, no one to defeat, no one to resist. There 
is no one to love, no one to hate, no one to fear. 

All there Is is the Truth of Who We Are / Love as Self and in this Truth we find the 
Peace to let others be and to quietly prepare as our Heart Guides.



Radical measures

011511

Now that we have learned about the need for a safe or sacred space of elegant 
simplicity designed to nourish and sustain the Soul during Point of Departure, let’s 
take a look at the direction that would facilitate humanity’s transition during this 
time. 

“Showay continued with his next question for AurorA. “You also indicated that 
humanity could take radical measures to sustain itself further. What measures 
would be called for?"
 
“Humanity  would  have  to  restructure  it’s  Endeavor  so  as  to  nourish  and 
sustain  life  in  a  manner  that  is  Respectful  to  Harmonious agriculture  and 
husbandry, and is Respectful  of all sentient life forms. Where Harmony is 
defined as relationship with the Divine. Many innovative design plans could 
sustain and nourish your world and humanity.” 

Showay  understood  that  this  radical  measure  did  not  require  an  abrupt 
change that would bring destruction. He understood, that a transformation 
could happen if, for example, all farms would be converted to organic farms 
and if household compost collection was used to nourish the soil.  Showay 
saw that it wouldn’t take long to use up all the ‘chemical produce’ and for it 
to be replaced with organic produce. He also knew such measures would have 
to be implemented voluntarily, and that no one could be forced to participate, 
for such changes are to come from the Heart of each individual. Any other 
way, would be simply a continuation of the status quo, which is in opposition 
to Divine Harmony.” 

In my posting “Departure time line” 15 I quoted AurorA explaining to Showay that to 
stabilize Terra, humanity needs to stop venturing “far and wide” and begin focusing 
“on Righteous Endeavor”. Today we get a further refinement of what humanity’s 
Righteous Endeavor upon Terra is 16.

AurorA speaks of doing things in a way that nourishes and sustains life rather than 
destroy / defile / degrade / enslave / indebt. She speaks of Harmonious agriculture 
and husbandry (of the land) and defines Harmony as a relationship with the Divine.



People upon Terra are Beautifully Creative Individuals and were they to recognize 
that  it  is  possible  to  bring  forth  these  innovations  outside  the  restrictive  / 
constrictive construct of the mercantile game, they would Prosper in such way as to 
make preparation for Point of Departure possible. Free of the need to profiteer or 
“save  the  world”,  People  could  quietly  create  in  their  own  “back  yards”  and 
discreetly trade with other like minded People in what could be called a “limited 
edition”  fashion.  That  is  to  say,  only  enough  is  made  to  keep  the  necessary 
resources flowing so as to support one’s own Journey and Preparation for Point of 
Departure and beyond. The goal  is not to change the world,  become second to 
none, cater  to consumption, or amass fortunes, but rather to give expression to 
one’s  Creative  Nature in  a manner  that is  Harmonious with the Divine and thus 
within what is naturally available (which by the way is significantly greater  than 
what is available through the mercantile game). 

“Innovations that are Harmonious with the Divine” is of course a reference to being 
Harmonious with the Father’s Good Will to solidify Heaven upon Terra.  Because 
there is much confusion and deception upon Terra in this matter it would be easy for 
People to mistakenly believe that they are being asked to bow and be limited to 
servitude unto another “god”.  Yet  Father  seeks neither  worshipers  nor servants. 
Instead,  He  Desires,  Supports,  and  Facilitates  the  restoration  of  Terra  and  her 
inhabitants to their True unbroken, undefiled Nature that allows each to InJoy the 
Beauty of Creation in Peace, Health, Abundance and Freedom. Harmony with the 
Divine restores Right and Proper Cohesiveness and Direction to People's actions and 
takes  them  out  of  the  "disturbed  anthill"  mentality  17.  With  Clarity  and  Focus 
Restored, the Path of Righteous Endeavor becomes clearly visible once again.



The right pier
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Heliotropos has been  an  interesting journey  of  discovery  and  awakening to the 
wonders of Creation. How much more wonderful is Creation, than the restrictive / 
constrictive / demoralizing / degrading view given to us by scientists, astronomers, 
and priests who tell us we are these insignificant beings on an insignificant earth 
orbiting a minor sun in some remote forgotten corner of the universe – a shame in 
the eyes of “god” who had to kill his own son to cleanse us from our sinful nature? 

The parallels between Terra and Earth are certainly interesting to say the least. 
Terra inhabitants are indeed a valiant People who, despite all the atrocities that the 
unrighteous – unholy have perpetrated against them still retain a Desire for Truth. 
While little understanding of what this encompasses remains upon the People, it is 
the  case  that  this  Desire  for  Truth,  or  the  Father  Way,  is  a  testimony  to  the 
greatness of Terra’s  inhabitants and of the Father.  Rather than ridiculed, People 
upon Terra should indeed be seen with Respect for such steadfastness.

Let’s go to “Heliotropos: Toward the Sun” one last time for the purpose of this 
thread. 

“Is there anything [else] I should know that will help me prepare for what is 
to come?” Showay asked with urgency. 

“It is Right and Proper to secure your boat to the right pier of your Endeavor. 
The pier  of your Endeavor would be the one that securely anchors,  while 
allowing for drift.  You need a point from which to rotate,  or anchor your 
motion, or rotation. It is similar to Heliotropos in a vast sort of encompassing 
Desire, Drive, Urge to compare himself in the vast range of Desire to where 
he has come from.” 

In my entry “Setting Sail”  18 I talked about a shift in perception that would allow 
People to see themselves as individuals sailing upon the current sea of Creation. 
AurorA speaks today about the need for People to secure their “boat to the right 
pier”. Just as HelioStella rotates around a point in space, just as Terra anchors her 
motion on HelioStella, just as the moon Lumina anchors his motion on Terra, so too, 
People upon Terra need to anchor their motion to keep themselves from wandering 
aimlessly. Aurora does not speak of immobility, but rather of a point from which to 
rotate.



While someone upon Terra wouldn’t understand AurorA’s words readily, it is the 
case that they are very familiar with the distortion of this Spiritual Truth. 

The distortion of this Spiritual Truth manifests in Terra in various forms, however 
the core  of  the  deception is  the belief  that  People’s  life  should revolve around 
someone else’s life. A man around a woman, a woman around a man, teenagers 
around their idols or sex, children around their parents, people around their country, 
employees around their boss, and even people in general around stars. Stars you 
say? Yes, stars… movie stars, sports stars, business stars… 

Suddenly things begin to coalesce. Can you see how the unrighteous – unholy used 
Truth to create a deception and why it seems “natural” for People to participate in 
the deception? They took a Spiritual Faculty designed to support People's Journey 
upon Terra and twisted it to support distorted behavior.

HelioStella  is  a  Star.  He  is  also  a  Christed  Being.  If  a  Christed  Being  of  such 
magnitude revolves around another star, as People are told in the deception, why 
not the life of People upon Terra? “You need a role model, someone to look up to 
and be like”… the advice goes. Admittedly, People upon Terra no longer consciously 
know  that  stars  are  Christed  Beings,  however  this  suppressed  understanding 
becomes unconsciously transferred to the worldly stars who give the “commoners” 
the role model of “Christed behavior”. They shine in their glamor, they wear the 
glitter  of  gemstones  and  expensive  clothes  augmented  by  camera  flashes,  they 
engage in deviate, dishonest, distorted behavior, they lust for money, fame, people, 
and power,  they are  consumptive and feed  on those who gladly  spend  money, 
attention, and energy on them…until that they in which they begin to fade away in 
the night sky and die. Not unlike what People upon Terra are told happens in the 
Universe, where stars live as they consume themselves and each other only to die in 
due time. 

It is not a coincidence that when the unrighteous – unholy forced themselves upon 
Terra,  they  began  a  systematic  indoctrination  of  the  People  into  astronomy, 
language, and mathematics, for all of these “sciences” work together to create a 
false testimony of Creation that justify destructive behavior. Many ancient People 
who received this indoctrination, in their innocence, thought they were being gifted 
with great knowledge, yet Knowledge is not what these People received. What they 
received was a mockery of Universal Truth and it is this mockery that constitutes the 
foundation of modern civilization upon Terra. 

This pattern of behavior and deception can certainly be recognized upon Earth as 
well. Perhaps the most recent exemplification of what happened to ancient earth 
dwellers when the unrighteous – unholy arrived upon Earth is depicted in the story 



of Native Americans who innocently welcomed and even helped the first Europeans 
when they arrived with valueless trinkets and the pretense of superior knowledge. 
We certainly all know of the destruction and rampage that followed. 

It would do us well here on Earth to recognize and learn to see past the glitter of 
deception - old and new, and learn what it means to “secure our boat to the right 
pier”.



Earth and Terra
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Since my last entry yesterday provided an opportunity to make a comment about 
what has happened on Earth, it seems appropriate to make a reference to an article 
titled “The sun rises two days early in Greenland, sparking fears that climate change 
is   accelerating” 19. 

It would be easy to infer from this article that the change happened “overnight”, 
however,  it  is  the  case  that  Sun  related  changes  around  the  arctic  have  been 
manifesting and observed for quite a while. Here is a link to an article from March 9, 
2007 titled “Pole Shift Underway or Natural Phenomenon?” 20 This article reports 
that for the past several years (that is prior to 2007 !), People have been observing 
the winter dark season ending earlier than usual and the sun coming up at different 
places than usual. 

Apparently, this year, the change was so obvious and ‘in your face’ that it could no 
longer  be  obscured,  no  pun  intended.  The  scientific  explanations  for  this  event 
remain  as  irrational  as  any  others  given  in  the  past.  Scientists  say  people  are 
experiencing some kind of mass illusion caused by melting icecaps that allow the 
sun’s light to “penetrate through earlier”. What is amusing is that under the reader’s 
comments  you will  find  one  observation  by  Ole  Heinrich  from Nuuk,  Greenland 
stating that the “sun in Ilulissat factually rises from behind mountains without ice.” 

Linda says scientists are  simply giving People  answers that constitute “plausible 
stupidity”. I agree, and would further add that they are indeed mocking the People 
for they think, in their arrogance, that we are too stupid to notice otherwise. 

This talk about the mockery of the People brings me back to Terra,  where,  as I 
explained in my last entry, People have also been deceived. Curiously enough, this 
deception  does  include  a  mockery  to  the  matters  of  the  Sun.  In  that  entry,  I 
specifically noted two ways in which the unrighteous-unholy mock the People. One, 
through the introduction of ‘worldly stars” who portray decadence and materialism, 
and  two,  through  a  model  of  the  universe  which  portrays  cannibalism,  death, 
mindless  self  consumption,  and  destruction.  A  third  way  in  which  this  is 
accomplished is through the religious indoctrinations that teaches People to emulate 
“Christed Beings” who self sacrifice, walk in poverty, and allow themselves to be 
tortured and killed for the benefit  and amusement of others.  In all  these cases, 
People’s  lives  are  to  revolve  around  the  actions  and  dictates  of  others,  while 
ignoring their own inner Guidance and Wisdom.



It  is  the case however  that as the People  upon Terra  increase  their  capacity to 
choose Truth over deception, they are making it possible for humanity to once again 
see a day in which the Sun HelioStella no longer sets. The signs of this progression 
are  becoming  more  and  more  undeniable  upon  Terra.  Which  leads  me  to  the 
following question: 

Could it be that, here upon the Earth, we are progressing to such a day too?



Great Opportunities
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As I  was writing about HelioStella and the two levels of preparation that were 
needed for Point of Departure, it was readily apparent that within the necessity of 
this preparation there were many Opportunities for the People upon Terra to change 
what they do and how they do it. 

If you were to think of a world free of plastics and electronics, how would your life 
change? What would you do different? It would be nice to accomplish the change 
overnight, but for most of us that would not be feasible. Thus we would progress 
one step at a time. 

As we progress and think about all  the “new” needs  that arise  in  this  personal 
transition and how to adjust to such a “new” environment, many creative ideas will 
become available. It is in this creative expression that humanity may find new ways 
to sustain itself and support itself in a new way by doing commerce that is free of 
the mercantile game of the unrighteous - unholy. 

The direction of this new way of doing commerce would not sprout out of the greed 
for profit or lust for power by doing the bidding of the unrighteous – unholy at the 
expense of the world and People. Instead, it would sprout out of the basic need to 
take care of ourselves as we learn to Walk in the Father Way and prepare for Point 
of Departure. 

Many months ago, I read a blog entry somewhere (I wish I had kept a reference) of 
a family that made a choice to move out to the land and become self reliant. Initially, 
the husband retained a job but soon realized  that by the time he deducted the 
expenses related to getting to that job, his net income was well below the minimum 
wage. Thus they made a choice to do things different. One of these choices included 
making an earth oven to bake their breads and foods with available wood from their 
property.  Soon,  neighbors  started  asking  for  his  “artisan”  breads  and  resources 
began flowing his way to a point where he could not meet demand. However, when 
someone suggested he “expand to meet demand” or “start a business”, this family 
was wise enough to recognize the trap. All the Joy they received from baking and 
preparing food in their earth oven would have been quickly siphoned away by the 
worries and debt obligations of the mercantile game. Instead they chose Joy. 



I like this story so much because it illustrates so well the idea that in choosing to 
take  care  of  ourselves  and  doing  something  we like,  Opportunities  can  present 
themselves to trade resources with other like minded People. 

This is a key concept in this new way of doing commerce. That which is done is first 
and foremost a creative expression that nourishes and sustains our own Journey. 
This family didn’t do an earth oven to start a business. They did it to nourish and 
sustain themselves in a creative way. Whether it be raising chickens for eggs, goats 
for  milk,  sheep  for  wool,  vegetables  for  food...  whether  it  be  woodworking, 
blacksmithing, and so on, it is something that is done to meet one’s own needs. This 
activity may then bring an Opportunity to trade in various ways. 

In  this  kind  of  trade,  what  is  traded  is  always  the  excess  abundance  that  is 
generated by People who Love doing what they do. The “cream of the cream” is 
reserved for Self. This is done out of the recognition that one cannot prosper when 
there is self imposed restrictions and lack. Trading the “cream of the cream’ and bulk 
of the abundance away impoverishes the mind and Soul and creates the illusion that 
others always come first and are more valuable than Self. We are learning to do 
things differently. 

Think of all the things that would be needed: natural mattresses made of wool or 
even bed-straw, clothes dyed with natural colors and sewn with natural fibers, new 
inventions that work in a natural way with the environment, and so much more… 

Many of these inventions are already being brought forth by People all over the 
world. However,  they are directed toward improving the lives of “impoverished” 
People in third world countries.  Perhaps it would be wise to recognize that the 
"civilized" world needs these type inventions more than any third world country...

It is Wise to start at Home and take care of Home first.
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